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From the Editor
I am enjoying researching the history of
British vehicles in our corner of the
world. We have an interesting and rich
history which in many ways is unique in
North America. Right from the very
beginning many fine cars were brought
into the province. Also, right from the
beginning British and European cars
had strong advanced influences from
racing cars. Whereas the American
cars followed a different tact with large
low tech engineering.
We know quite a bit about the great
cars of the nineteen fifties and sixties.
This was a good time to be a car enthusiast. Another exciting time to be
around cars was prior to World War
One about 1900 to 1913. The amount
of progress was incredible. During that
time Vancouver was the most dynamic
city in the British Empire and that time
is now considered to be the city’s golden era,. All sorts of great things were
happening here including the importation of fine cars. It should also be noted
that well engineered Canadian built
cars such as the McLaughlin and Russel were very popular.
I have located two articles from issues
of the British Columbia Magazine of
1910 telling about the car scene in Vancouver. I think you will enjoy reading
about this vibrant era in the city. This
represents only a part of the car scene
as a number of other types were
brought in and are not mentioned.
This is one of the articles written by
Garnett Weston.
****
The West End Garage, 922 Granville
Street is stocked with Chalmers-Detroit
and Overland cars, both of which are
good sellers, as the numbers to be
seen on the streets will prove.
The prospect for the season is the kind
which makes the dealers produce a

cheerful smile. The 1911 model Overland, torpedo body, built for two and
four people, is an attractive design. The
five passenger touring model with foredoors is a good example of that modern
wonder- - the motor car. Numbers of
prospective buyers are waiting for the
season to open before purchasing their
cars.
The Vancouver Auto and Cycle Company, Limited, 632-4-6 Seymour Street,
occupies a roomy garage which is fitted
with an elevator. In this way cars are
raised to the handsome showrooms on
the third floor. These people handle the
well known Cadillac cars. “Since September 1,”said the manager, “we have
sold nearly one hundred cars, thirtythree of which have been placed.” The
press of trade has become so heavy as
to warrant the purchase of ground for
the erection of more extensive quarters.
The garage of Captain French on Westminster Avenue, where the Napier car
is sold will soon be vacated in favor of
the new building he is erecting on
Pender Street. It is a five storey fireproof place with 46,000 square feet of
floor space. The dimensions are sixtysix by one hundred and thirty-two. It is
the largest garage in British Columbia,
holding two hundred and fifty cars and
costing one hundred and seventy-five
thousand dollars. About fifty Napier
cars have been sold since September
1. One hundred and twenty cars have
been ordered for the 1911 season.
The motorcycle holds a rather unique
place in the gasoline world. It possesses mechanical fascination for a man
interested in engines and is possessed
of possibilities for outdoor recreation. It
has all the old individuality and freedom
of the bicycle without the mechanical
labor. The cycles made and sold by
Humber Co., Limited, are compact and
enduring machines. The Humber agen-

cy is located at 938 Pender Street.
Numbers of cycles have been sold to
Vancouver people. A shipment of two
hundred cycles is on the road, besides
a number of Humber touring cars.
The new garage of Hoffmeister Bros.,
1155 Pender Street, is well fitted to act
as an ambulance for wounded cars.
The Hoffmeisters are agents for the
Thomas, Marmon, Flanders and the
Dominion cars. In the electrics they sell
the Detroit,
Woods and Waverley. The firm has
disposed of twenty-four cars since the
first of September. A brisk, steady season is the outlook. The auto trade depends on the prosperity of other trades
for its existence and from the present
condition of things the automobile
agents have a splendid outlook.
The McLaughlin garage at 1285 Pender
Street expects 1911 to be the banner
year for sales in British Columbia. That
the McLaughlin is a popular car is evidenced by the number of cars to be
seen on the streets bearing the brass
script “McLaughlin” across their water
coolers.
The Pacific garage and Auto Company
occupies a large new building at 1262-4
Granville Street. The dimensions are
seventy-five feet by one hundred and
twenty feet. It is a brick-concrete structure and steam-heated. There are repair departments for all parts of the car.
The Pacific people handle Peerless,
Mitchell and Waverley electric. The
same cheerful air of anticipation permeates the garage. “Nineteen eleven will
be a hummer.”
The depot of the artistic Hudson which
is so often seen on the streets is the
garage of Hall Bros., 1195 Davie
Street. It is a two storey building sixtysix by sixty-six feet in dimensions. Besides the Hudson they sell the Hupmobile and the Regal.

2012 Annual General Meeting - Hosted by Vancouver Coast Branch
June 22 to June 24, 2012
Events :

Friday June 22, 2012
Hotel and Billets available Friday Night
Saturday June 23 2012
Wellbrook Historic Winery—11 AM

Theme:
“Old English Cars” …….. Britain’s “Crowning” Glory

….. being celebrated in the 60th jubilee of the reign of
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
Feature Hotel Phone: (604) 576-8862

Arrival reception/registration –Meet and Greet—11
AM
Timed to coincide with Ferry Arrivals
Lunch on Saturday in the barn—12:00 to 1:30 PM
Catered by Hilltop Café Catering
AGM Meeting in the barn— 1:30 to 2:30

Leaving from Wellbrook—2:30 to 3 PM
Mini Monte – Saturday Afternoon—this will be a run
taking in the farmlands and wineries completely
south of the Fraser River—avoiding traffic congestion for our out of town guests—arriving at the Holiday Inn & Suites around 4:30 PM. Several stops
and activities along the way.
Social Dinner—6 PM Hosted in the private home /
gardens of Ken and Pat Miles— Barbeque dinner and
Mini Monte award presentation in the back garden/
park.

Sunday June 24 2012
Breakfast Send Off - Fox & Fiddle—Langley.
Pay individually for this
Run to Hope to start Brits round B.C. (everyone
welcome on part or all of this run—even if you are
not doing the rest of Brits.)
Price: AGM Free—All AGM Events for 30 $/person - register by
May 31, or $25 /person for early registration (before April 30)
Committee -questions or suggestions:
Alan Miles: milesfamily@telus.net 604 838 2145
Gil Mervyn: gmervyn@telus.net 604-596-4226

Lorna Hoare: lornahoare@shaw.ca 604 584 2546
Bart Shaw: email coming 604 946 4700
Steve Hutchens: sphutchens@yahoo.com 360‐733‐3568
Gerry Parkinson: g.parkinson@eastlink.ca 604 240 1847

Group Rate for OECC Members -$105
Billeting with Vancouver Member Free!
Wellbrook Historic Winery
Highway 10 — Ladner BC
10 Minutes from Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal

South Island Branch ECAIP — by:Geoff & Nicky Cramb

Saturday Afternoon Drive
The weekend started off with the traditional Saturday Drive, entitled
‘Geoff and Nicky’s Town and Country Amble’, in and around Victoria. It
was a simply beautiful warm and sunny day and was well attended,
with a wide assortment of 29 English cars. Before the run, there was a
lucky draw and a number of winners came away with goodies donated
by our generous sponsors. Then, we were off!
After ambling along picturesque country lanes, we headed into town
through View Royal and Esquimalt via the scenic Gorge Waterway and
crossed over the Johnson St. Bridge, passing by the Inner Harbour and
Legislature.
We then followed along the Dallas Road waterfront, with a brief stop at
Cattle Point before proceeding along the coast up to Oak Bay Marina.
There, at our final stop, was a final ‘shot’ skill-testing question for a
bottle of vodka.

Saturday Evening Dinner

In the evening, 60 hungry individuals sat down to dinner at the Four
Mile Pub in View Royal, followed by a few words of welcome from our
esteemed ECAIP Chairman, Jim Morrison.
While happy hour may have extended a bit longer than planned, everyone agreed the dinners were well worth waiting for. Everyone was
served at the same time and the quality and quantity of the food was
well up to the usual Four Mile standards. The evening concluded with
yet more lucky draw prizes.

Sunday Show

Sunday morning saw many volunteers busily greeting and registering
entrants and directing cars to their parking spots. In centre field was our
featured marque, Land Rover and Range Rover. After a slow preregistration for this group, we ended up with 11 vehicles (plus one special entry) centered around the flag pole with the Union Jack flying high
atop the mast.
The weather could not have been better and we ended the day with
120 vehicles on the field. And what a beautiful collection of cars it was!
There are other car shows which feature many more cars but ECAIP
always has such a wide variety of vehicles and quite frankly, more interesting and unusual ones. There were no fewer than six cars from the
thirties – a 1934 Bentley, a 1934 Singer LeMans, a 1934 Lagonda Rapier, a 1935 Austin 7, a 1937 Singer Bantam and a 1939 Morris 8. Other marques included Austin Healey, DeLorean, Ford, Jaguar, Lotus,
MG, Morgan, Rolls Royce, Rover, Sunbeam and Triumph. There were
even British folding bicycles!
One of my favourites was the 1934 Lagonda Rapier. This event was its
very first outing after a multi-year restoration and according to its owner, Ken Douch, he had found several fuel ration coupons inside the car,
indicating limited usage during the Second World War. (There are always interesting stories associated with each car and its owner).
Congratulations to our various award winners: Craig McLean (Austin
Healey 3000) who won the Bill Vance Award; Merrit Chisholm (Suffolk

Engineering Jaguar SS100) who won the Mayor’s (of Colwood) Choice
Award; Bruce Maycock (Singer LeMans) who won the Chairman’s
Choice Award; and Gary Knoll (Land Rover) who won the ECAIP Committee’s award for the featured marque.
A good day was had by all and it was a fitting end to a busy summer
season of car shows and events.
Many thanks to the ECAIP Committee members and all the many volunteers who worked so hard to make this year’s English Car Affair in
the Park weekend such an enjoyable and successful event. Also, a
special thank you to our many sponsors. Last but not least, many
thanks to all the participants who attend ECAIP without whom, there
would be no event!

South Island Branch Report - Events
Decorated Car Run, December 11
No less than 18 cars and some three dozen
drivers and passengers took advantage of a
perfect day weather-wise to dress up their English vehicles for the Branch’s annual decorated
car run. The number was quite surprising, particularly perhaps to Roy Pullan, who had the
task of informing Susan, at home preparing to
host the group later in the afternoon.
Members were specially inventive this year, with
displays that included Christmas lights (an additional burden for electrical systems just able to
cope under normal circumstances). Stuffed
animals were a popular addition, as well as
artfully attached bows and ribbons that mostly
survived the afternoon.
After some deliberation, first place was awarded
to the Sparks, attired in Santa suits and travelling in their MG TD with a full load of stuffed
toys, the highlight of which was a giraffe. Our
resident comedian remarked that Derrick must
have placed every item in his toybox onto and
into the MG. Second place went to the editorial
Singer, whose decorations had survived a highspeed (by Singer standards) run from Brentwood Bay. The Morrison’s Mini, a car already in
seasonal colours, but augmented by other decorations, was in third place.
With prize-giving completed, the group headed
off on the run. The route went north to Sidney
via Central Saanich Road, Mount Newton and
Lochside. After a regroup at the Washington
State Ferry Terminal a visit to Sidney itself was
made, with a circuit of the traffic circle at Beacon
and First, much to the amusement of pedestrians and other motorists. Then it was across the

Central Island Branch Report
2011 proved to be a busy and successful year
with lots of events going on and places to visit,
and fortunately all of our Executive Members
were re-elected for one more year.
Our annual banquet was held on November
26th, which was really good fun, and during the
evening we gave out 3 Restoration Awards to:
Roger Killin (1970 MGB), Adrian Rice (1952
MG TD), and Steve Harris (1961 Morris 1000
Traveller) as recognition of their hard work and
meticulous restorations. Geoff and Candy Francis awarded the “Member of the Year” Award to
Adrian Rice and Steve Wareing for their excellent contributions throughout the year, and Jim
Gislason awarded the “Piston Broke” Award to
Doug Unia as a consolation for his breakdown
on the BATS tour.
Our first run of 2012 was the 3rd Annual Polar
Bear Walk on January 8th around Rathtrevor
Park in Parksville. The weather was good to us
and we had a record 54 members show up for

highway onto Mills Road and down West Saanich Road to Brentwood Bay. The destination,
Jedora Drive, had no doubt never seen so many
English cars.
The group was greeted by Susan Pullan, who
seemed completely unfazed by the rather large
crowd. A delicious spread of goodies awaited,
complete with hot drinks, which were welcomed
by those brave souls in open and/or unheated
cars. More treats continued to emerge from the
oven and desserts of all kinds followed; it was
plain that Susan (and Roy) had been busy in the
kitchen!
Many thanks to the Pullans who organized a
very enjoyable finale to the Branch’s 2011
events.
Sunday, October 23
This year marked the 11th running of the Fall
Classic Rally. The idea originated with Brian and
Sylvia Bishop, who thought that a mildly competitive run among the autumn leaves would be
something new for the club. The Bishops have
been involved, with various helpers, nearly every year until 2011.
Beginning in 2001 and followed the next year
with runs out to Port Renfrew, the rally changed
direction in 2003 with the finish at Maple Bay. In
2004 the run returned to Port Renfrew, this time
as an un-timed observation rally.
For the 2005 (and subsequent events), the club
was delighted to receive, from member Richard
Faryon, a magnificent trophy, known as the
Faryon Cup. This was donated by Richard in
memory of his father Reg, an English car enthusiast. A decision was made to award this trophy
to the winners of the annual Fall Classic.
The rally continued in the Cowichan Valley area
(with one exception, to Metchosin, in 2008), with
the walk. There were actually 4 English cars on
the run and we also held a “dare to wear
shorts” contest, of which we had 3 contenders,
including one in a kilt.
We are in the throes of organizing our annual
bowling event in February, followed by our first
major run on April 22nd for the annual Bunny
Hop Run. On May 21st we will be participating
in the Empire Days Parade, and our big event
of Brits on the Beach will be held at Transfer
Beach, Ladysmith on July 15th. We are hoping
to get even more exhibits this year as we have
increased advertising with the cooperation of
the Town of Ladysmith and we anticipate even
more vendors at the event.

English Cars on Polar Bear Walk at Rathtrevor
Park

the Faryon Cup being won by the Rivers/Fraser
team no less than three times. With this in mind,
the team was asked to organize the 2011 event,
in part to allow other club members a chance at
winning!
And with great attention to detail, Tom and
Glen did just that. An innovation this year was
the rally instructions, in the form of tulip-based
directions (see below). These were augmented
by a corresponding list of intersections, just in
case the mileage and tulip diagrams proved
too challenging. Roadside attractions had to
be identified, and a general knowledge (but car
based) quiz completed. To further add to the
fun, the run had to be completed in a target
time, to avoid a penalty.
Thirteen teams were flagged off, nearly all in
proper motor cars, at one minute intervals from
the Juan de Fuca Library starting point.
And all eventually arrived at the traditional
finishing location, the Shipyard Pub in Maple
Bay, though not in the order in which departures had been made!
After tabulating the results, third place went to
the Pullan/Beresford team (Rover 2000). Second place was awarded to the Morrison’s
(Mini). The winners were Kelly and Jayne
James in their Triumph TR3.
The organizers remarked that they had made
the rally too easy (though not all the participants would agree) and next year the instructions might include only the mileage and tulip
diagrams. That will certainly make it more of a
challenge, but one that OECC rallyists can
surely meet.
Many thanks to Tom, Cheryl, Glen and Loretta
for a fun afternoon out. We look forward to
next year!

“Shorts” Contest: Graeme Cook, Al Ramsey,
Dave Harris.

Polar Bear adoption winner: Melba Nelson

High Country 2011 Recap—Submitted by Stephen Way, Chairman
The year's events started in March with our
Punctually Challenged Christmas Party, essentially a Spring social to bring members
back together after the winter. About 30 members attended with a few potential members
as guests.
Membership increased by 3, (1972 TR6, 1984
Caterham and 1951 MGTD all in driving condition). New members have become active in
club events.
In April, 5 of our members represented OECC
in the Kamloops Easter Parade with a record
107 classic and historic cars including a 1909
McLaughlin in the 20KM parade which ended
up in Riverside Park for a free car show to
showcase the car hobby to the public.
On the weekend of July 23-24, High Country /
Thompson Valley branch hosted the OECC
BC AGM with a “Western Round up” theme.
Approximately 48 members attended the hot
weekend with temperatures around 35C. On
the Saturday afternoon, out of town vehicles
were guided on a 2 1/2 hour car tour on the
roads east of Kamloops, then a quick opportunity to change before the AGM business
meeting at a local heritage hotel with air conditioning. Guests were treated to a buffet dinner followed by some western themed fiddlers
and dancing. Sunday started with an eggs
benny breakfast before we conducted the
“Round down” drive on back roads from Kamloops via Merritt to the Packing House in
Spences Bridge which was the lunch stop
before guests departed for home. Fortunately
there was only one vehicle breakdown, Derrick Sparks MGB which failed to start after a
fuel stop prior to the Saturday drive. Fortunately, he was able to catch a ride in a Jaguar
E-Type for the Sunday drive before getting his
car fixed in Kamloops on the Monday. (A
small casting plug in the rear of the inlet manifold had come out).
On the weekend of August 27-28 we hosted a
group from the Fraser Valley British Motor
Club taking them on 3 driving tours over the
weekend covering about 700KM of local back
roads and a garage tour of a member's MG
projects.
In September we took a very cool morning
drive on the winding roads from Kamloops to
Sun Peaks (ski) resort and joined up with
members of the Calgary Sports Car Club and
Vintage Car Club of Canada to put on a
(locally sanctioned) car show on the pedestrian walkways of the village. The event was so
successful, the Sun Peaks Resort have put
this event on their 2012 local events calender
for Sept 22, 2012 as the “Classic Car Gathering”.
In September we had a club drive from Kam-

AGM 2011 Eggs Benedict at Dick and Terry Taylor’s

AGM 2011 Mini-Monte Start

OECC at Len Drake’s Sept. 2011

High Country Report cont’d
loops to a few stops in the Okanagan. First
stop was at one of the car warehouses of club
member Len Drake were we were treated to
about 20 or so cars including a rare Gordon
Keeble. From there we proceeded to Len's
house/place of car business where there were
over a 100 cars ranging from “to be restored”
to fully restored. Len also has a 1959 Peerless, (to be restored), he found in California.
“You know he's a car guy when - the swimming pool is empty surrounded by TR6's
awaiting restoration. From there we had lunch
at a golf course before touring Hillside Garage, Kelowna, an old style garage specialising
in British car repairs.
In October a number of us took part in a multi
car club run which turns into a bit of a classic
Monte Carlo rally with approximately 100 cars
leaving Kamloops early on a Sunday morning
heading east. By the time all cars arrive, 3
hours later, in Grindrod (population less than
1,000) for a lunch buffet at a local pub, the
group has grown to over 200 with cars of all
types joining from all directions. Cars are

parked on a local baseball diamond for an
informal car show and social during lunch.
Afternoon consisted of a visit to a local, (you
never would have found it), custom rod con-

struction shop for a tour and free ice cream
before driving home on more twisty roads.
Our season ended with our Chapter AGM on
Guy Fawkes night , Nov 5th.

OECC at Hillcrest Garage Sept. 2011

Comox Valley Report—Spring 2012
The Comox Valley Branch has most of its LBC
still warm in garages with Mt Washington
blanketed in mounds of snow. But enthusiasm
is evident in the great response that the branch
had to their Christmas Banquet held at the
Glacier Greens Golf course. 45 people enjoyed
roast beef and roast turkey dinner. The highlight and fun of the evening is the Quiz that
Dave Sherstone provided-, and this year was
very interesting as he had us list all the cars
made in Britain in 1960/70 and it was amazing
all the names that have since become extinct!
David and Karen were away in Australia this fall
and while they were away Dennis Broad organized a drive down island to the Fish Tales for
fish and chips. This run has been a tradition for
the last 8 years or so and was very well attended with 14 cars which traveled in a spectacular
train down the Oceanside highway which works
well to keep all together and also is a beautiful
vista.
Whilst in Australia David Whitworth was totally

impressed with a car show in Noosa, Queensland. The annual classic car show attracted
over 300 cars and was a very well organized
event. The feature for 2011 was MG and there
were many beautiful MG models on display that
were very rare indeed, including a 1933 MGL.
The event is open to all classic cars and they
charge $25 per entry and $5 for spectators.
Many prizes are given and over the 24 years it
has been running they have given $140,000 to
charities.
The Comox Valley has a long way to go to
achieve those kinds of numbers but the All
British Meet at the Filberg will be a great place
to come on August 19th 2012. The weather has
been really good to the Valley and great efforts
are made to keep the costs to entrants down to
minimums. The Night before BBQ is one of
the best deals you could hope for and getting
nice bottle of red wine when you leave works
too. And the branch is able to support the local
charity YANA as well.

Our executive tried to encourage new blood
into some of the executive positions but were
not successful so the slate is the same with
David Whitworth as Chair, Frank DeCarlo as
Past Chair, Dennis Broad as Treasurer and
Yvonne Higgs as secretary and web master
and Dave Sherstone as membership.
One of our very active members asks if anyone
in our club are interested in a very good deal on
some 1969 Triumph GT6 parts? He has a
complete set of cylinder Head with inlet manifold, carbs, air filter, bag of push rods and
valves which he is willing to sell for around
$350. Plus all those bits you need he has in 2
boxes: gauges, trim, switches, all Glass, Hatch
clip, steering rack, propshaft for $150. And
something extra: he has a custom tow hitch for
a GT6 also fits a Spitfire with a 1 7/8” ball for
$150. To get in touch call Steve Watkins at 250
890-3486 or sjwatkin@telus.net.

Vancouver Coast Branch Report

London to Brighton Commemorative Run
The London to Brighton was a huge success for the branch. We had a
record sixty six entries on a sunny November day. The hospitality and
special parking area at White Rock was very much appreciated. We
look to improve on this for 2012.

Valentine’s Day Run
February 12 saw this year’s first event for the branch. This was our Valentine’s Day Run also known by many as the Harts and Tarts Run. Pat
and Ken Miles hosted the event which ran from Burnaby out to Sharky’s
Bar and Grill in Ladner. This was done with The Morgan Owners Group
and some came up from Washington state to join in. Thanks Pat ad Ken
for a good day out.

It Started With a “Wuba Waising Caw” by John Clarke
Is it some genetic quirk that leads us to this
strange and consuming passion we have for
things mechanical, or is it a function of a sequence of events in out lives? After a lifetime
of teaching courses in Mechanics and Industrial Design at both the high school and university level, I believe it is a combination of
both. For many years I had a poster in my
high school mechanics shop where I taught. It
was a picture of an Orangutan scratching his
head. The caption read “Half of Being Smart
is Knowing What Your Dumb At”. I believe
that if we are lucky when we are young, someone will give us the opportunity to find some
things we are actually fairly “smart” at, and
probably most important, learn how to work
around those things we are a little “dumb at”.
The following described journey through my
love affair with cars is the description of some
strange intermingling of genetic mutation and
happenstance.
My first words as a child were “ooh da ga” --not Moma or Dada, just “ooh da ga” My parents finally realized that I was saying “There’s
a car” every time I saw a car come down the
street. This has got to be clear evidence of
twisted Genes. When I was three I asked
Santa for a “Wuba Waising Caw” --- “Rubber
racing car” -- and Santa delivered --he always
delivered. Under the tree was a wonderful
rubber racing car which I still have 64 years
later. Some where along the way the driver
had his head bitten off, but I think this lends a
certain patina.
Also at the age of three, I built a helicopter
from my tinker toy set. It had a working main
rotor and tail rotor linked by an elastic band.
The story of this helicopter, and how the
neighbors and relatives came to admire it, and
heap praise on this strange little boy, was
often told in the family over the years. I surmise that this “feel good” experience gave me
the drive to start concocting and building numerous devices, for which I have received
everything from ridicule to praise --- some
times a bit of both for the same device – The
Viking Head sculpture at Burnaby North Secondary School clearly fits in this category. Did
mention the ¼ scale model, 12 channel remote controlled, tractor, backhoe, loader?
As a child growing up on the slopes of South
Burnaby, my ever present interest in anything
with wheels, enslaved me to long hours spent
building “Bugs” of the two, three, four, and
even six wheel variety. My friends and I
would accumulate --- short for beg borrow and
steal, wheels, axles, wood, fabric, pretty
much anything that wasn’t nailed down, and
coble the resulting contraband into death
defying contraptions. These, we would race

The rubber racing car

The Fleet 7387 Dow Avenue 1965

1957 MGA as purchased from Fred Deeley
down such roads as Royal Oak and Sussex
Avenue etc. We never did perfect brakes –
there was never any need to because virtually
every run ended in some form of spectacular
crash.
My school years passed with my body in attendance, and my mind nowhere to be found.
My grades bore strong evidence of this fact. I
was always mind engineering vehicles that I
planned to build. Examination of my old Eng-

lish note book reveals many pages of
sketched car designs and precious little else
to attest to the nature of the book.
When I was fifteen, a neighbor virtually gifted
me a 1952 Buick Roadmaster Riviera Hardtop. A few years later upon graduating from
High School, and looking at the cost of operating the Buick, I decided that I needed something a lot smaller. My parents had a Ford
station wagon and a Triumph Herald. I liked

the Herald. It handled well, and I suppose
that was the reason I targeted my search on a
small British car.
My Great Uncle, Burt Jennings shared his
childhood in the South of England with Fred
Dealey, and while on a visit to Vancouver Burt
had taken me to meet Fred. Burt asked Fred
to treat me well if I ever came in looking for a
car.
While looking for a small car, I dropped by
Fred Dealey’s Used car lot and to my surprise
Fred remembered me. He showed me two
cars – a 1967 MGA roadster and a 1952 Jaguar XK 120 with “C” heads. He explained that
the “C” was a “competition” model that had
been owned by and airline pilot who claimed it
was the nearest thing to flying. It just had
bumperets and the hood ( convertible top )
was nowhere to be found.
Fred told me they were the same price
( $1,100 ). It was Friday afternoon, and I
couldn’t make up my mind which one I wanted. Fred said “ why don’t you take one to try it
out and bring it back tomorrow afternoon and
take the other one and bring it back Monday
morning.
I took the MG and had a great time showing it
to my friends and my parents. ( picture MGA
silver circa 1963, My first British car, and I still
have it ) On Saturday afternoon I got in the
120 and OMG what a time I had for the next
38 hours. I DROVE that car, and I seldom got
above third gear. I lived with my parents on
Dow Avenue in South Burnaby, and while I
was blasting down Dow toward the first of
several “pit stops” at the house I passed Ken
Faine’s house. ( Ken was the owner of
Faine’s Autobody in Vancouver ) Ken had his
XK 120 sitting in the front yard and he happened to see me go past at high speed. A
few minutes after I arrived home, Ken, who
was my fathers age, slid to a stop just behind
me. He had never seen the “C” model before,
and must have spent an hour looking at every
part of it before going home. Then it happened – that first pivotal moment in my car
ownership career.
My father, who was not exactly a “car guy”
appeared on the front porch, and could tell by
the way he was drawing on his pipe, that my
fantasy was about to come to an end. He said
something like this. “John, the MG is a newer
and much more practical car to drive to university. The Jaguar doesn’t even have a top,
and if anything goes wrong with the engine in
that Jag. there is not enough money in this
family to fix it.” Of course he was right, and I
knew that if I was going to keep living at home
– the MG it had to be. That was my introduction to Automotive Practicality 101.
I still have that MGA and it has been my won-

derful companion for the past 49 years. It has
been white, silver, red, green, and red again.
It has been raced, restored twice, and
thrashed within and inch of its life. It holds a
lot of secrets, and has suffered a lot in indignities. It is a true friend.
My next British sports car was another MGA.
This time, a MK II which I bought for $250
dollars in 1978 from a neighbor in North Burn-

aby. I restored it to a high level in 2004 and it
won first place in the North American MGA
Register championships. It is a wonderful car
to drive, and it has won several slalom championships.
My next vehicle of a collector type was a in
1983 when I purchased a 1980 L-82 Corvette
with competition suspension. It is black on
black on black. I believe it is the only true L-

82 Corvette of this year and color combination
left in Canada. It loves a slalom course.
Back in 1967 my father asked me to take my
mother to Dave Buck Ford in North Vancouver
and get a car “strong enough to pull a trailer”.
We left the Dealership about 4 hours later with
a Ford Galaxie 500 XL hard top with a 325
horsepower engine. I did all the required work
on the car until my 50th birthday in 1995 when
my parents gifted the car to me with thanks for
looking after it all those years. It was the car
that Carol and I used for our wedding in 1969,
and is a cherished family member.
In 1997 I got the itch to make good on a promise to myself to own an E-Type Jaguar. I didn’t have much money to spend and an ad
caught my eye for a 1969 E-Type which had
been pulled apart about 15 years earlier by a
fellow with no money, who lived in a high rise
rented apartment in the West End of Vancouver. The car, in pieces had a very amusing
history of traveling across Canada no less
than three times in boxes. The car had been
stored in a locker for 10 years for $200 /
month, ---- you do the math. It finally dawned
on the hapless owner that maybe this just
wasn’t going to happen. I restored the car,
doing all the work at home, including paint, as
is the case with all my cars, and in 2005 it won
the JCNA North West Regional Championship. I have driven it about 24,000 miles since
completing it, and last year it placed 6th in the
JCNA North American Slalom Championships.
After the E – Type was finished, things kind of
accelerated in the British car acquisition department. It has got to the point that a lot of
us “gear heads” get to, where the cars just
start finding us. For me, this happened in the
form of three MGBs from 62, 66, 74, another
MGA 56 coupe, one 57 Jaguar MK VIII and
three MK IX s
I am currently restoring the 62 MGB roadster
and a 61 Jaguar MK IX. The Jaguar should
be collector plated this summer and the MG
next spring.
Through the years, I have learned many
things about circumstances and genetics. It
turns out that the Jennings side of my family
built the Jennings light car in England, and
that side of the family had been carriage builders for the King. In fact, many of the Jennings
owned a variety of machine shops in Birmingham. None of this family history was revealed
to me until I was firmly entrenched in my journey through the world of cars. Surely our
genetic makeup partly determines how we
view events in our lives, and turns circumstances into opportunities. . I have achieved
my wildest dream, --- gridlock in my own
driveway.

Burt Jennings driving a Jennings roadster in 1913

Burt Jennings driving with friend Farmen Hames, in 1913 Jennings Light Car

John Clarke E-Type

John Clarke bought himself a 1969 E type Jaguar and
decided to do a ground up restoration on it. If you have
never seen a bare shell restoration this is what it looks
like. He stripped it down including all the paint to the
point where he could go no further. From there everything that went back on the car was fresh. He did all
this at his home and the result is what every owner
would like.

Naming A New Jaguar –and the BC Connection By Steve Diggins
In 1999 the first all new Jaguar
in over thirty years was introduced as the STYPE. This was
one of the most important production cars the company had
ever made and there were many
questions leading up to it. Most
of these had to do with the new
owners, Ford, and what direction they were going to take.
Ford and the British government
had spent hundreds of millions
of pounds on a new factory at
Castle Bromwich near Birmingham. Then the question was
what was going to come out of
it? Would it be the replacement
for the E-Type which so many
enthusiasts wanted? Or, would
it be a sport sedan which used
to carry the bulk of sales in the
sixties? Would the styling be
something new to mark a new
era or would it be very traditional? What would Ford want and what
would they call it? The really big question
was would it be successful?
Well, thankfully, the directors of Ford
backed off and let the senior executives
and directors of the board at Jaguar
make most of those decision. The result
was this beautiful sport sedan with traditional Jaguar styling. Just about everyone who saw it loved it and it got rave
reviews in the press.
However, the name took a few people by
surprise for a couple of reasons. The first
being that the XJS was still in production
and was quite often referred to as the
STYPE by owners and enthusiasts alike.
The factory stated that this new car “was
named in tribute to the company’s high

performance 3.8 S TYPE of the 1960’s.”
That was a fine car but the MK2 which
came before it had a successful racing
record. It then became out paced by a
new generation of lighter tin tops such as
Mini Cooper S’s, Lotus Cortinas and
American pony cars with V8’s. So, when
the 3.8 S came out it was more of a luxury sport sedan and they all had automatic transmissions unless special ordered
with a manual. Some people thought this
new S-TYPE should have been called
the MK3, to give lineage to a winner. So,
there were more than a few people
scratching their heads as to the choice of
name.
Ford had taken over Jaguar in 1989 and
it was just what this company needed as

they had numerous problems from quality control in an outdated factory which
some Ford executives referred to as
being the most backward outside of eastern Europe. All sorts of changes were
anticipated as Ford was dedicated to
renewing Jaguar. At that time, 1991, I
had started to put out A free publication
dedicated to motoring enthusiasts, primarily British interests, in the province
called Western Classics. Every month I
used to drive all over the lower mainland
dropping them off. Of course I would
stop at MCL Motors, the Jaguar dealer
on Burrard to leave some in the service
department and then go to the showroom to drop off a few more. I got to
know some of the salesmen there includ-

S Type

ing Arnold Smith who was the manager
for Jaguar sales. As this was an exciting
time for the future of the make I was
always asking him if he had any updates
on what was happening. Arnold did get
the latest updates from the factory and
he would let me know.
So, I got to know Arnold a bit and I told
him I used to have a 3.8 S-type and how
I really liked it. I liked the styling more
than the MK2 and the fact that it had the
EType IRS. Well, he said he used to
have one as well, thought it was a fine
car and had good memories of it. He
went on to say that the new Jaguar XJ6,
The Sovereign, was just as nice and that
Ford had made sure the quality and
performance were there.
On one of my visits I told him I had decided to upgrade the format of the magazine with road tests of new cars which
would appeal to the enthusiast. I mentioned that I would like to do one on the
new XJ6 and asked if that would be possible. He agreed and said he would have
a demonstrator available for me. Well, I
was pleased to hear that and thanked
him very much.
I picked up the XJ6 one evening and
drove all the next day. I hit the highway
and went up to Merritt and back. It was
nice to have good power going up the
Coquihalla. When I got back I wrote an
article about it for the magazine. As a bit
of a pre amble I thought I should mention
the 3.8 S and this is what I wrote.
“We have all had cars which will stand
out in our memories forever. One car
that I enjoyed owning was a 1964 Jaguar
3.8S with a four speed and overdrive. To
my mind Jaguar got the right combination of everything together on this car
and that is what a great car should be, a

collection of good qualities.”
I also mentioned that Arnold Smith who
owned one thought the same about it. In
the article I praised Ford for making sure
those qualities were in the Sovereign. My
only nit picking was that there were no
cup holders and that the design of the
car was a little to squarish for me.
I didn’t know that in 1992 a senior executive of Jaguar and member of the board
of directors, William Mackie, had made a
tour of Canadian Jaguar dealers and of
course visited Vancouver. Stuart Day,
who at the time was the service manager
at MCL told me about this and said Mr.
Mackie had seen and read my publications. He enjoyed them enough that he
asked Stuart to mail him new issues to
England. I never met the man but I
thought it was great that someone like
him would appreciate my work.
On one of my visits to MCL Motors Arnold told me that a decision had been
made as to what was going to be produced at the new factory. He said it was
going to be a sport sedan which would
be a mid size car. he also said the Ford
was hoping to win back some of the
market share which they figured BMW
had taken from them over the years. So
Ford and Jaguar were making good progress and all the parts were falling into
place.
Then one day I went to the dealership to
drop off magazines and Arnold was busy
on the phone. Over ninety percent of
Jaguar sales are done over the phone so
I am patient and don’t mind talking to the
young receptionist for a bit. While talking
to her I glanced over to see if Arnold was
off the phone yet. Well, there he was
standing at the door to his office looking
at me. His face was bright red and he

had the biggest ear to ear grin on his
face I had ever seen. He said that Jaguar had decided on a name for their new
car and that it was going to be the STYPE. He then said, “that is because of
the article you wrote about the Sovereign
and you mentioned the 3.8 S. Bill Mackie
had your article on the table when the
decision was made.” Well I was stunned
and asked something about if that could
be true. He said yes, the board of directors have made their decision and they
obviously liked what I wrote. Once again,
I could hardly believe what I was hearing
and without saying much more went out
to the car to think about it.
Choosing a name can be a very difficult
thing to do and in this case it was a very
important name which had to send the
right message. I don’t know how many
directors there were at the table but maybe nothing they thought of would work or
be agreed on. However, I am sure most
if not all were familiar with the 3.8 S.
What I wrote and what Bill Mackie presented to them was perhaps the one
thing the majority of them liked and could
agree on.
The new S-TYPE proved to be a winner
for Ford and Jaguar. This very important
production car sold over one hundred
thirty thousand units in the first three
years. Jaguar was back on track.
Another interesting piece of history about
the S-TYPE was that for the first time the
international dealer preview for a new
model was held outside of Europe. They
chose to do this in Vancouver. No not
some place exotic or a city like Los Angeles or San Francisco either of which
has Jaguar sales higher than all of Canada combined. So, why Vancouver? Well,
why do you think?

The Magnificent Napiers—At The Leading Edge of Speed

3 Napiers about to start 24 hour record—1907
One of the great names in British motoring is
Napier. This company which was established
in 1900 was known for its large, well engineered cars. They competed in racing and
record setting from the very beginning resulting in significant successes.
Before there was car racing in England, Napier was building race cars and took them to
compete in the first city to city races on the
continent. The races were fast, dangerous
and often deadly. Napier entered it’s first race
in 1900, The Paris- Toulouse-Paris. A new 17
liter car was entered in 1901 without success
and then in 1902 again with a new design they
won the Gordon Bennett Cup Race from Paris
to Insbruck. This was the first international
race won by a British car.
After a while these deadly city to city races
were banned but are considered the forerunner of Grand Prix racing. The GP races were
held on closed circuits and introduced engine
size limits.

Napier also set speed records such as 104.15
mph in 1905. They set time and distance records such as a new twenty four hour record in
1907 of one thousand five hundred eighty one
miles at an average speed of 65.9 mph including stops. This shattered the previous record
of one thousand ninety six miles covered. The
Napier used to set the new record was their
60hp straight six OHV model of 7.75 liter displacement.
Napier produced the first successful straight
six engine in late 1903 which was an OHV
design. This was a very advanced design in
all respects. They were the first to use RudgeWhitworth centre lock wire wheels. These
were lighter and stronger than the wood spoke
wheels on the competition.
This famous company set a number of early
“milestone” records including one to do with
British Columbia being the first car to drive
through the Rockies and arrive in Vancouver
in 1904. A Napier dealership was established

1907 Racer at Brooklands

in this city in 1909 and was very successful
selling a few hundred of these magnificent
cars before WW1. This was a significant percentage of Napier production, so Vancouver
played an important part in the success of the
company. Napier’s peak production year was
1911 with 801 cars built.
During WW1 the company turned to the production of aero engines, They continued with
the production and development of aero engines after the war and wound down the car
production with only a couple hundred produced.
The Napier legacy of record breaking carried
on in the 1920’s and 30’s with their aero engines powering land speed cars such as those
of Malcolm Campbell. Unfortunately there are
now no Napiers left in BC. However a couple
of Vancouver cars did find their way back to
England. S.D.

